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Welcome

Welcome to the National Forestry Conference ‘What shall we do with the timber?’- a
timely topic as Irish forestry and the forest products industry compete in the global
timber market.
The conference theme is quality and innovation, beginning in the nursery and continuing along the chain to the forest, sawmill, panel board mill, wood energy outlets
and manufacturing before reaching the consumer. There are opportunities to add
value at each stage while still producing a competitively priced, quality product from
sustainably managed forests.
Few industries have a greater degree of interdependency than forestry. How the various links in the forest chain interact and perform determines the capability of the sector as a whole. These links begin with the quality of our seed and nursery stock, which
decides the viability of our forests, the performance of down-stream industries and
the effectiveness with which the sector delivers a range of economic, social and environmental benefits.
The conference acknowledges this interdependency. It highlights the need for an integrated approach as a precondition for the optimal development of the forest industry, which now exports close to 80% of its products and has an annual value of €2.2
billion.
Interdependency and partnership also played a part in the organisation and promotion of the conference. In this regard the Irish Farmers Journal , Wood Marketing Federation (WMF) and Society of Irish Foresters cooperated to ensure that the event
would address as wide an audience as possible especially woodland owners who establish and manage our forest resource, timber processors, wood energy sectors and
timber specifiers along with the various downstream industries.
We thank Minister Hayes for delivering the keynote address and COFORD, Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine for its continued support of the wood promotion programme. Sincere thanks to all the speakers who readily took up the
conference challenge to explore new market opportunities for Irish timber.
We hope you enjoy the conference and find the presentations informative, stimulating
and challenging.

Paul Harvey
Chairman
Wood Marketing Federation

Justin McCarthy
Editor
Irish Farmers Journal

Pacelli Breathnach
President
Society of Irish Foresters
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The total forest cover in Ireland is estimated to be 855,000 ha – north and south – which
produces 3.2 million cubic metres annually, mainly softwood.

Keynote address: Tom Hayes TD, Minister of State at the Dept. of Agriculture, Food
and the Marine.
Morning chairperson: Justin McCarthy, Editor, Irish Farmers Journal

14.00

The buoyant Irish forestry and forest products sector has an annual value of €2.2
billion including exports of forest products averaging €306 million per annum during
the period 2010-12.

Registration and coffee

Market opportunities for wood in renewable energy. Joe O’Carroll, Managing Partner,
OC Consulting
Opportunities for increasing international market share for Irish panel board products.
David Murray, Innovation Manager, Coillte Panel Products.
Exploring new products for Irish timber including engineered wood. Dr. Annette
Harte, Senior Lecturer, Civil Engineering, NUI Galway.
Open forum

Paul Harvey
Chairman
Wood Marketing Federation
Business Manager
Lonza Wood Protection in Ireland.

The species menu has changed over the years from 95% coniferous species for much
of the last century to a 60:40 mix of softwoods and mainly native broadleaves in recent
years. However, the predominant species is Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis), which is
used for construction, pallet or packaging, fencing and wood energy in recent years,
while sawmill residue (wood chips and sawdust) is processed for panel board products such as oriented strand board (OSB) and medium density fibreboard (MDF).
The growth rate is defined by the term Yield Class (YC) and typical figures for Sitka
spruce in Ireland range from 20 to 24 (cubic metres per hectare per annum). Typical
figures in the UK range from 11 to 14, while YC 4 is the average in Sweden.
Therefore, Ireland’s productive coniferous forests can provide yields of between twice
and five times greater than northern European countries. This provides challenges on
how we utilise these highly productive forests. In Ireland 33% of the annual round
wood harvest ends up as construction timber.
This timber is sawn, kiln dried and stress graded to strength class C16 grade, suitable
for internal construction such as floors and roof joists.
Fencing and round stakes yield is 36%, most of which requires preservative treatment
if used externally. Comparisons are often drawn between low and high yielding
spruce especially in construction where slow grown logs may have advantages. However, high yielding spruce has advantages in terms of density and permeability as it
renders it uniquely suitable for pressure treatment, ideal for round fencing posts.
Work done to date indicates that once the timber is dried properly and correctly pressure treated, it will comply consistently with current IS and BS treatment standards
(accepted standards in Ireland and Britain). This approach will allow Sitka spruce to
penetrate fencing markets from which it was once excluded.
There are other opportunities for Irish timber to gain market share and these will be
addressed in today’s conference. Later this year to celebrate its 25th anniversary, the
Wood Marketing Federation will organise Wood Awards Ireland 2014, which is aimed
at architects, engineers and designers who use wood as the inherent medium in their
building and design projects.
This is another way to highlight the advantages of wood as a construction and design
material. Like the conference, it is compatible with our mission: to promote wood as
a renewable, sustainable and versatile natural material.

Close of conference
Paul Harvey, Chairman,
Wood Marketing Federation
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Welcome address

Introduction
What shall we do with the timber?
Exploring market opportunities for Irish wood and wood products

Minister, guest speakers, ladies and gentlemen

While nobody knows for certain what we will be doing with timber and timber products in the future, we can be sure that we will be doing things differently with this
great renewable resource. Few would believe even a few years ago that high rise buildings up to 20 storeys would be constructed in timber, but it’s happening.

On behalf of the joint organisers, the Society of Irish Foresters and the Wood Marketing Federation, and our conference supporters, the Irish Farmers Journal and
COFORD, I have great pleasure in welcoming you. Minister, we are honoured that
you have taken the time to open and to address our conference.

Pacelli Breathnach
President
Society of Irish Foresters.

Our industry has an annual value of €2.2 billion, much of it generated from export
sales. When the construction industry collapsed in 2008, the timber processing sector
developed export markets for the timber, so that today close to 80% of the output from
the sector is exported. The sector has proved its capability beyond reasonable doubt
and we are confident that the industry will process all the timber which is set to
increase to almost five million m3 by 2020.
While this is an impressive performance, we still are well behind the targets envisaged
in the 1996 report ‘Growing for the Future’ which forecast output at 10 million m3 per
annum, and preferably 12 to 15 million m3 per annum by 2030.
To achieve this, a target of 17% forest cover by 2030 was deemed necessary, based on
an annual planting programme of 20,000ha. In recent years we have achieved only
one third of this target.
We welcome the 15,000ha annual planting programme in the Forestry Programme
2014-2020. However, it is important that this target is supported by appropriate policies which will ensure that they are achieved. If not, these new targets are no more
than aspirations. At the moment, we have a golden opportunity to do this. We have
the Forestry Bill going through the Oireachtas; we have the draft report of the Forestry
Review Group and the proposed measures for the new Forestry Programme 20142020 which is in the consultation phase.
I can assure you Minister, that the Society of Irish Foresters and the Wood Marketing
Federation are willing to work with you and your officials in supporting the development of the sector to ensure maximum return to the national economy including
job creation, most of which is and will continue to be, based in rural Ireland.
I would like to thank the Irish Farmers Journal for supporting this event and special
thanks to the speakers at today’s conference.
There is a huge amount of expertise and experience in this hall today and I look forward to the papers being presented. This topic is timely given the legislative and policy developments currently in train.
Minister, I have great pleasure in inviting you to make the keynote address and to
declare the conference open.

Pacelli Breathnach
President
Society of Irish Foresters
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Donal Magner
Forestry Editor,
Irish Farmers Journal
Secretary,
Wood Marketing Federation

Timber specifiers and consumers continuously demand new products and the Irish
forestry and forest products sector will have to continuously change to retain and improve market share. Eased edged, planed all over, properly kiln dried and mechanically graded sawn timber didn’t exist in Ireland a generation ago. Neither did most
of our engineered panel board products. Today these products are the norm as they
contribute to an export-led industry which contributes €2.2 billion annually to the
economy.
Probably the greatest opportunities lie in the role wood plays in sustainable living.
While the Kyoto Protocol acknowledges forests as carbon sinks, in reducing greenhouse gas emission, there has been a reluctance to acknowledge forest products as
carbon stores. However, the UN climate change convention in Durban at the end of
2011 accepted that harvested wood products such as sawn timber, engineered wood,
panel products and pulp for paper manufacture, could be included in the carbon accounting framework for forests for the period up to 2020.
This recognises the climate change mitigation benefits of harvested wood products
in replacing emission intensive products, such as steel, plastic and aluminium. For
example, using wood saves energy over the life of a building as its cellular structure
provides outstanding thermal insulation, estimated at 15 times better than concrete,
400 times better than steel and 1,170 better than aluminium.
The Timber Research & Development Association (TRADA) maintains that a 2.5cm
timber board has better thermal resistance than an 11.4cm brick.
In the past the forest and wood cycle began with seed collection and ended with sawdust but this is no longer the case.
Today, it begins long before the seed is planted and continues after sawdust, which
is recycled to make medium density fibreboard (MDF), oriented strand board (OSB),
heat logs, wood pellets and other reconstituted products. And this is only the beginning, as we will discover at this conference.
However, despite increased exports, the Irish forestry and forest products industry
cannot take markets for granted, which is why we ask the question: ‘What shall we
do with the timber?’ It might appear superfluous during a time of increased demand
but we know from experience that markets change and demand can fluctuate.
Currency variations, economic conditions and new market entrants can combine to
quickly change the dynamic between growers, processors, manufacturers and ultimately, the end user.
It is only 23 years since the study ‘The Irish timber industry – An export development
plan for the 1990s’ identified timber producers in Scandinavia, Canada, Portugal and
even Chile as major threats to Irish timber exports and the domestic market.
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Mike Harvey
Growing quality for future forests and wood processors
including research into vegetative production.
Wood is increasingly recognised as “the material” of the 21st century. It is recognised
for its carbon mitigation effects. The benefits of using sustainably produced wood for
offsetting carbon intensive activities can continue indefinitely.

A decade previously, the then Forest Service – the owner of virtually all the productive
forests – could not find markets for almost half of its timber. Due to the collapse of
two processing mills and a stagnant sawmilling sector, thinning and clearfelling
slowed down. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the Forest Service reduced the annual
volume of available timber to 740,000m3 but could sell only 420,000m3, which is less
than the annual capacity of any one of our four major sawmills today.
During the past decade, Irish timber processors have increased market share and seen
off almost all international softwood producers in the domestic marketplace, albeit a
market that has shrunk dramatically since the collapse of the construction industry.
Could supply again outstrip demand in the future? There is little doubt now that the
timber processing sector is much more sustainable than any time in our history but
nothing should be taken for granted. Annual production in our forests is now over
3.0 million m3, but this is estimated to increase to 4.9 million m3 by 2020 (Figure 1).
To ensure the continuation of a viable forestry and forest products industry, the disconnect that has existed for years between grower and processor needs to be addressed. Few industries have a greater degree of interdependency than forestry. How
the various links in the forest value chain interact and perform determines the capability of the sector as a whole. These links begin with the quality of our seed and nursery stock, which decides the viability of our forests, the performance of down-stream
industries and the effectiveness with which the sector delivers a range of social and
environmental benefits.
This interdependency has been long acknowledged by the Irish Farmers Journal, representing farmers with plantations and others in the wood chain. It has also been promoted by the Society of Irish Foresters, representing the forestry profession and the
Wood Marketing Federation, representing the timber industry.
Figure 1. Actual and forecast
timber production from Irish
forests 1985, 2010 and 2020 (m3)
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All three organisations are represented at today’s conference in Enfield which highlights the need for an integrated approach as a precondition for the optimal development of the forest industry. A wide range of expert speakers will address the major
challenges facing the sector which now exports close to 80% of its products and has
an annual value of €2.2 billion.
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The emphasis throughout is on quality and innovation, beginning in the nursery and
continuing along the chain to the forest, sawmill, panel board mill, wood energy outlets and manufacturing before reaching the consumer. For most of the last century
that consumer was based in Ireland and to a lesser degree in Britain. Now an increasing volume of Irish timber and timber products reach customers throughout Europe,
the Middle East and even India.
Irish processors are now paying growers better prices than any other country in Europe. In challenging and possibly controversial presentations, each speaker at the Enfield conference will demonstrate how we can further increase domestic and export
market share for Irish timber, thereby creating greater market opportunities for timber
growers and processors.

Major research in the development of tree breeding techniques is taking place worldwide as tree breeders seek to establish plantations based on the best available genetic
gains for future timber production. It is predicted that the demand for wood products
will increase dramatically over the next 20 years. Projected global wood harvest(billions of cubic metres)1:
Mike Harvey is Director, Maelor
Forest Nurseries located at
Fields Farm, Bronington on the
Welsh border. Maelor produces
approximately 20 million trees a
year for customers throughout
the UK and Europe. The nursery
places strong emphasis on quality
and research especially in vegetative propagation (VP) of improved Sitka spruce, root
electrolyte leakage testing and
pest and disease control.

• 2010 – 3.79
• 2020 – 4.39
• 2030 – 5.11
The ability of our plantations to benefit from these developments however does not
just rest with the tree breeder alone, but with the whole supply chain including methods of grafting, vegetative reproduction, seed orchard management, nursery practices,
forest establishment practices, silviculture, harvesting and processing.
This presentation seeks to demonstrate the work being done on a commercial nursery
as part of the supply chain, in delivering genetic gains to the plantation. The demonstration is focused on Sitka spruce as it is the major commercial timber crop in the UK
and Ireland.
As the demand for better quality increases together with the development of alternative species (especially in view of the effects of Phytophthora.ramorum), this places
increasing pressure on the nurseries to develop their growing techniques and to widen
their knowledge.
At Maelor we have recognised the importance of working together with all those involved in the supply chain from researcher and tree breeder to the sawmills. There
will be no value from research into genetic gain or selection of an alternative species
unless the supply chain knows how to grow it and sawmills can process it for an identified market.
The current annual production of forest planting stock at Maelor is circa 20 million,
of which approximately 25% is from vegetative propagation. The nursery is involved
in research projects with universities and forest research in the UK as well as with research institutes overseas. In developing working practices the nursery staff have developed connections to a world-wide network of specialists. The nursery is also
involved in established working groups which include representatives from the whole
supply chain.
The nursery is developing seed orchards for Sitka spruce, sycamore, birch and
Douglas fir.

1

Scion - New Zealand Forest Research Institute. Report ‘Challenges and Opportunities for
the World’s Forests in the 21st Century, p 218. Turner et al. (2006) ISBN 978-94-007-7075-1
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Growing quality for future forests
and wood processors including
research into vegetative production
Mike Harvey
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Growing quality for future forests
and wood processors including
research into vegetative production
Mike Harvey

Production from seed orchard
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Growing quality for future forests
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Dr Niall Farrelly
Adding value in the forest. How good silvicultural practice can
optimise the forest resource

Adding value in the forest. How
good silvicultural practice can
optimise the forest resource.
Dr Niall Farrelly

Ireland has a mild, maritime climate lacking extremes in temperatures which is ideally
suited to the growth of trees. The similarity in climate between the latitudes of the
Pacific north-west of America and Ireland has resulted in the remarkable success of
introduced species which show adaptability to Irish conditions.

Dr Niall Farrelly is a research
forester with Teagasc Forestry
Development Department, specialising in research on forest productivity, management land use
and resource analysis. His research programme focuses on
how environmental factors and
forest management practices affect the productivity, composition
and structure of forest ecosystems. Other research involves
ecosystem classification and land
use analysis.

Sitka spruce in a remarkable success story and the species occupies over 50% of the
forest estate and accounts for over 90% of the harvested volume. Opportunities to
achieve increases in productivity which offer significant revenue gains are the focus
of this presentation. While very favourable yields can be achieved on former farmland
sites, further increases in yield can be achieved by planting the species on better soils
with higher fertility levels.
Further opportunities to increase productivity are possible through provenance selection with the choice of more southerly provenances of Sitka spruce offering yield
increases of between 2 to 4 m3 over Queen Charlotte Island sources on the same sites.
The use of improved material and continued tree improvement programmes have the
potential to further increase yield, additional gains could possibly be achieved by selection of Oregon provenances for more southerly sites with less demanding end uses.
The potential for forest managers to increase yield and profitability exists by thinning
which salvages trees that will ultimately die and offers the potential to increase yields
by approximately 10%. The improvement in tree quality and an increase in diameter
after first thinning are essential and research results indicate that a vigorous selection
between the lines in thinning is necessary to at least a grade C thinning or more.
A robust first thinning offers the potential to significantly increase the diameter and
volume of trees. The net result is that growing to a merchantable size of 0.7 to 0.8 m3
log is now possible with prescribed thinning regimes in crops well before the age of
30 on high yield class sites.
Prompt thinning of crops is advised as delayed thinning in the hope of achieving more
palletwood and higher revenue is counter-productive. Reductions in diameter increment and individual volume increment are apparent and revenue is only marginally
increased by delaying thinning by three years. Mean diameter and tree volume is
greatest in crops thinned earlier as a result of the provision of more growing space.
Increasing thinning intensity results in the production of a higher percentage of
straight logs and higher revenue returns especially as it is possible to reach a
merchantable log in relatively short time.
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Adding value in the forest. How
good silvicultural practice can
optimise the forest resource.
Dr Niall Farrelly
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Traolach Layton
Acknowledging interdependency – the need for a partnership
approach in addressing supply, certification and quality
Every year, in excess of 3.5 million tonnes of logs are harvested in Irish forests and
transported to processing mills throughout the country. The planning and operation
of this movement requires dedicated people, machinery and systems, all of which
have evolved with the development of the State plantations.

Traolach Layton graduated from
UCD in 1978 with a degree in
forestry, Traolach went on to complete a masters degree in wood
technology in the University of
Washington, Seattle in 1982. He
joined Palfab Ltd. in 1986 where
he worked as Forestry Director
until 2013 when he was appointed Forestry Manager, GPWood Ltd. after the merger of
Palfab and Grainger Sawmills. A
member of the Society of Irish
Foresters, he is a ‘registered
forester’ with the Forest Service.

In recent years output from State plantations has matured and stabilised. The grant
aided private planting programmes of the past two and a half decades have almost
doubled the area of forest in Ireland and already begun to yield increasing volumes
of log from privately owned forests, mainly thinnings. Future growth in log output
will come mostly from privately owned plantations, but the challenge of efficiently
mobilising this output is very different.
With over 15,000 individual owners and an average plantation size of 8ha the private
forest is not nearly as predictable and well managed as the State forest. Output
from privately owned forests will change over time in terms of log type, harvest type
and volumes.
Log processors have demonstrated their ability to process and market all the available
logs and are always looking for more timber.
From a sawmiller’s perspective log procurement is a specific function that involves
sourcing, evaluating and buying log lots, contracting and management of harvest operations, liaison with the forest owner, organization of haulage, log sales to third parties, stock and quality control, payment and reporting. All the above need to be in
compliance with Sustainable Forest Management.
The harvest and haulage infrastructure is the vital link between the forest and the
processor. An understanding of the relationship between the grower, the contractor
and the processor, and its effective management, is critical. Planning is everything.
Harvest and haulage contractors have been remarkable in their ability to meet the
needs of the existing industry through investment in machinery, personnel and technology. We need significant investment over the coming years to harvest the private
forest, as well as the State forest, but investment requires confidence.
To get the best from the private estate we need efficient procurement, harvest and
haulage operations. Efficient operation requires accurate forecasts and yearly production plans. Work needs to be offered in viable lot sizes in a consistent and ordered
manner. Forest owners need to become more aware and involved in the industry and
organised in a way that facilitates the efficient and sustainable flow of logs from the
forest to the markets.
We need to understand more about the new forest owners, their motivations and
how their forests are growing. We need to build relationships that recognise our
mutual dependence and build structures appropriate to industrial needs and social
constraints.
We need a partnership approach to building an effective interface between the private
growers and the processors which encourages the contractors to develop and service
the needs of all.
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Acknowledging interdependency –
the need for a partnership approach
in addressing, supply, certification
and quality.
Traolach Layton
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